more negative results than the anti-rationalist option. R. G. Vorstman, 'Diane as Beauty: Three Seventeenth-Century Examples', Damlé, Essays, 151-65, uses the example of the goddess to scrutinize 17th-c. perceptions of the nature of beauty and feminine authority in Gilbert, Gombault, and Françoise Pascal with the latter positing a model which disrupts the stereotypically passive depiction. P. Bayer, 'Madame de la Martinville, Quercitan's Daughter and the Philosopher's Stone: Manuscript Representations of Women Alchemists', Long, Gender, 165-89, details how later misogynist re-workings of alchemist texts tended to reframe earlier, positive models of women's spiritual midwifery. R. Maber, 'Texts, Travel, and Flying Machines: The Lost World of Seventeenth-Century Scholarship', Maber Vol., 229-48, prints M.'s inaugural professorial lecture delivered in 2008 and which represents both a synthesis of, and an apologia for, the 17th c. and scholarship in general.
J. Melish, 'Women and the Courts in the Control of Violence between Men: Evidence from a Parisian Neighborhood under Louis XIV', FHS, 33:1-31, shows that early modern authority was implicitly reliant on women to regulate excessive male violence. L. Tuttle, 'From Cloister to Court: Nuns and the Gendered Culture of Disputing in Early Modern France', JWoH, 22.2:11-33, believes that nuns had purposely to present themselves as feeble in legal narratives of recourse. M.-E. Henneau, 'Corps sous le voile à l'époque moderne ', McClive, Femmes, , is an excellent digest of the female religious body and covers mystical writing, regulations, and portraits. A. Duggan, 'Criminal Profiles, Diabolical Schemes, and Infernal Punishments: the Cases of Ravaillac and the Concinis', MLR, 105:366-84, concludes that the polemic pamphlets related to these cases tend to reinforce a pro-monarchical pedagogy of fear. R. Maber, 'The Fruits of Exile: Anglican Scholars and their Books', NASSCFL 39, 141-51, unveils some treasures in the libraries of three clergymen who sought refuge on the Continent during the English Civil War. E. Bury, 'Les Lieux de l'érudition dans la République des lettres et la diffusion du savoir: espaces et fonctions du débat d'idées au XVIIe siècle', ib., 153-63, notes a 'humanisme tardif' in the libraries of Jacques-Auguste de Thou and the Dupuy family under the reign of Louis XIII. I. Moreau, 'Fictions Across Disciplines in Seventeenth-Century France', Scholar, Fictions, 53-69, proposes that, in our period, fiction acts not only as a boundary between disciplines but also does so in an interdisciplinary manner. H. Merlin-Kajman, 'Le texte comme don public ', EF, 45.2, 2009:47-67 , adroitly proposes that our understanding of dedications within the context of patronage tends to devalorize literature.
Bourgeois. V. Worth-Stylianou, 'Le théâtralisation de la naissance du dauphin (1601) chez Louise Bourgeois, sage femme de Marie de Médicis', Chaouche, Le Théâtral, , construes that B. presents herself as the heroine of a public drama. B. Sheridan, 'Whither Childbeaing: Gender, Status, and the Professionalization of Medicine in Early Modern France', Long, Gender, 239-58, relates B.'s unsuccessful efforts to medicalize midwifery.
Bussy-Rabutin. C. Blanquie, 'Bussy-Rabutin, le locataire de la Bastille', FSB, 112, 2009:64-67 , underscores 'le théâtralisation de la disgrâce' and the paradox in the fact that, although it was writing which caused him to be incarcerated, it was through writing while in the fortress that B.-R. was able to redeem himself, both psychologically as well as more literally through securing his release.
Charpentier. I. Trivisani-Moreau, 'François Charpentier (1620 -1702 , un académicien et ses libraires', Keller-Rahbé, Arrière-boutiques, 139-56, describes C.'s perfunctory association with his publishers.
Colbert. Jacob Soll, The Information Master: Jean-Baptiste Colbert's Secret State Intelligence System, Ann Arbor, Michigan U.P., 2009, xiii + 277 pp., contains a relevant chapter on C.'s control of knowledge and how he policed the Republic of Letters, with the revelation that he took care to read confiscated material. François d'Aubert, Colbert. La vertu usurpée, Perrin, 486 pp., similarly devotes a ch. to C.'s state patronage as well as investigating his role in Foucquet's downfall.
Le Blanc. N. Clerici-Balmas, '"Les Îles Fortunées" de Vincent Le Blanc', Zonza, L'Île au XVIIe siècle, 49-57, explains the voyager's journey of self-discovery through travelling.
Hortense Mancini. Shifrin, Border Crossings, is an ambitious collection that uses its subject's travels as 'a synecdoche for her various elisions and transgressions of borders of all kinds'. A compact vol. of six chapters, it nonetheless achieves its aim of penetrating the personality that has been all too often subsumed under the legend. E. Goldsmith, 'Thoroughly Modern Mazarin' (2-30), does a fine job of summarizing M.'s life, even if she does have splendid material with which to work. K. Piechocki, 'The Fortified Self: Hortense Mancini's 1675 Mémoires Between Border-Crossing and Border Building ' (31-47) , encapsulates her autobiographical musings as that of 'the stance of a distanced observer looking upon her own writing'. S. Shifrin and A. R. Walkling, '"Idylle en musique": Performative Hybridity and the Duchess Mazarin as Visual, Textual, , shows how M. purposely and actively manipulated her iconic status.
La Princesse Palatine. W. Brooks et al., 'Madame Palatine, Mignard, and Louis XIV: From Innocence and Happiness to Eavesdropping and Embarrassment', NASSCFL 39, 260-71, analyse a letter and a portrait to draw conclusions about the changing and sometimes volatile status of the Princess at court.
Richelet. J. Brillaud, 'La Remarque ou l'art de la dissimulation chez La Bruyère et Richelet', SCFS, 32:179-90, invites R.'s dictionary to be read in the light of La B.'s semantic dissimulation.
Riolan. L. Leibacher-Ouvrard, '"Du théâtre de cruauté" à la discipline de la dissection: les OEuvres anatomiques (1629) de Jean Riolan', Bouteille-Meister, Corps, 31-47, details how the royal physician distances himself from gratuitous gore and frames dissection as an act of social salvation.
Rohan. P. Bonnet, 'L'exil d'Henri de Rohan et le devoir d'écrire: la recherche d'une légitimation, entre désir de réhabilitation et poursuite cryptée du combat', Drouet, Banissement, 231-59, discusses R.'s forwarding of his heterodox religious and political opinions through theoretical treatises.
Tallemant. P. J. Wolfe, 'Appétits et excès chez Tallemant des Réaux', NASSCFL 40, 277-83, relates how T. employs gastronomical practice as a means of critiquing his targets.
Thévenot. Voyage en Europe, 1652 Europe, -1662 . Françoise de Valence (L'Atelier des Voyages, 6), Champion, 181 pp., is the first edition of a largely forgotten manuscript by a traveller better known for his published journey to Asia and Africa. The document was never intended to be other than a private journal and there is a chatty, aide-mémoire style. The edition would have benefitted from a more expansive introduction than a paltry seven pages. M. Longino, 'Jean Thévenot, ethnographe des Îles du Levant', Zonza, L'Île au XVIIe siècle, 59-68, details the explorer's interest in the sense of freedom of native island women which appeared natural.
Vaugelas France (1610 France ( -1643 , ed. Marie-Claude Canova-Green, Toulouse, Société de Littératures Classiques, xiv +390 pp., provides 18 ballets, supplying a brief introduction to each one as well as a general introduction which forms a concise overview of the significance of the genre. The ballets chart the evolution of the genre and were all either danced by the King or at least before him.
Kirsten Organizing and Narrating Dance's History', Canning, Performance Historiography, 335-50, examines two 'excruciatingly different' treatises on dance, one by Menestrier from our period and the other an 18th-c. work by Cahusac. F. finds that M. depicts the art as the expression of a collective identity whereas C. stresses a metonymical liaison between mind and body. C. Biet, 'La souffrance scénique du martyr au début du XVIIe siècle', Bouteille-Meister, Corps, 244-56, offers an abstract consideration of the topic (there are no footnotes, something of a mixed blessing) with a fascinating discussion on the martyr's body constituting the focus of a theatrical transubstantiation. P. Pasquier, 'L'option martyrologique des dramaturges parisiens de dévotion (1636-1646): heurs et malheurs d'un choix', LitC, 73:169-81, affirms that the martyr plays of this decade represented a break with mystères in that the primacy of word rather than deed is paramount.
E. Chastanet, 'Le sang dans la tragédie de martyre française', LitC, 73:183-90, notes that blood becomes a symbolic element because of Aristotelian norms, but it nonetheless has two registers, the political and the spiritual, depending on the dramatist. J.-F. Chevalier, 'La violence dans le théâtre jésuite en France au début du XVIIe siècle: formes et enjeux d'une réécriture', ib., 215-27, relates how Jesuit plays depict hagiographical suffering, but tempered, or transcended, by music. S. Chevallier Micki, 'Une poétique scénographique de la violence: le théâtre rouennais du premier XVIIe siècle', ib., 375-89, reflects on the obsessive violence of Norman theatre which was in a state of continual experimentation and which would cede to Parisian esthetic noms during the middle of the century. D. Dutton, 'Les reportages sur l'exécution publique de Ravaillac: quatre variations sur un supplice'. S. Spriet, 'Les gazettes et journaux du XVIIe siècle: vers une histoire de la réception théâtrale', NASSCFL 39, 247-56, finds variants in style and tone among versions of the assassin's torture and death. J. S. Ravel, 'Husband Killer, Christian Heroine, Victim: The Execution of Madame Tiquet, 1699', SCFS, 32:120-36, discusses how the trial and execution polarized subsequent public opinion, with Bayle holding sympathy towards her.
C. Guillot, 'L'illustration dans les publications de théâtre dans la première moitié du XVIIe siècle', RHT, 245:147-58, while remarking how this imagery occupies a half-way house between theatricality and illustration, deduces that the engravers were closer to dramatists and readers than to actors and stage designers. J. Leclerc, 'Sottise et naïveté des nobles de province: les filiations d'un type farcesque' (23-33) notices a move away from dependence on stock characters around 1660, signifying social commentary that is finding other sources than med. farce. D. Della Valle, 'La poétique de la tragicomédie', Molinié Vol., 59-70, notes that while the poetics of tragicomedy existed, elaborated by Mareschal, it had a limited scope. F. Poulet, '"Comptestu mon esprit entre les ordinaires?" Aildor (La Place Royale) et Alceste (Le Misanthrope) ou l'extravagante mise à l'écart du moi ', PFSCL, Chappuzeau. Le Théâtre françois, ed. C. J. Gossip (Biblio 17, 178), Tübingen, Narr, 2009, 254 pp., is a welcome new edition of this text published in 1673 which brought much disdain to its author. G. underscores the critic's descriptions of actors and theatrical companies during the 17th c. rather than his ideological observations. The plentiful -though by no means excessivefootnotes provide helpful information rather than lengthy digressions and the new presentation of the text should serve to stimulate fresh interest in this intriguing author. C. J. Gossip, 'Chappuzeau and the Performance of French Classical Drama', SCFS, 31, 2009:3-13, uses C.'s comments from an earlier MS of his treatise as well as two printings of L'Europe vivante to conclude that the information he supplies about stage practice is not always accurate, reinforcing the fact that his vantage point was that of a social outsider given his religion.
Corneille. Emmanuel Minet, Pierre Corneille, le héros et le roi. Stratégies d'héroïsation dans le théâtre cornélien. Dramatisation de l'action et caractérisation problématique du héros, Eurédit, 603 pp., is a work in which the detail, namely individual studies of plays or Cornelian traits, outweighs the whole, in particular the second chapter on marriage which contains some perspicacious treatment of the dramatist's dénouements. The analysis would have been consolidated by some consideration of Anglophone criticism, which is almost entirely ignored.
The most important and instructive contribution on C. during the past two years is J. D. Lyons, 'La triple imperfection de l'histoire', DSS, 246:27-42, which offers a brilliant analysis of C.'s attitude towards history, largely from the Trois Discours, asserting that, for the playwright, history and tragedy focus on the extraordinary. This allows C. to create the extraordinary events that history might neglect to record, being an incomplete science. L. successfully resolves the puzzling dilemma of the author's apparently insouciant use of his acknowledged sources. M. J. Muratore, 'Latent Disfigurations: Corneille's Paratextual Mishaps ', Neohelicon, ', PFSCL, 70, 2009:245-65 , provides an illuminating discussion of the sources to the play as well of its ambivalence. H. Merlin-Kajman, 'Classicisme vs modernité: le théâtre "classique" comme genre de la différence ou l'anti-exception française', Dambre, L'Exception, 85-96, provides a close but convincing reading of C.'s Horace, in which the character of Sabine is a disruptive feminine force that is used, surprisingly but ingeniously, as a metaphor for Fr.'s conflicted and mixed history during our period. E. McClure, 'Neo-Stoicism and the Spectator in Corneille's Horace', EMF, 13:144-58, contextualizes the play in terms within the Querelle du Cid but also insists that it is a work intended to be staged, and this C. stresses theatrical experience. J. Harris, 'Oser pleurer: Horace and the Power of Tears', SCFS, 31, 2009:163-74 , argues that Camille's defiant tears, in response to loss of honour rather than death, presents a new value system that resists Roman homosocial patriarchy. A. Rosner, 'Médée, monstruosité, maternité: symbolismes sanguins dans la Médée de Corneille', SCFS, 32:19-30, infers that blood denotes maternity, monstrosity, and purification, partly borrowed from demonological and teratological treatises. P. Scott, '"Ma force est trop petite": Authority and Kingship in Le Cid', FMLS, 45, 2009:292-304 , re-evaluates the role of the monarch, arguing that this figure has, despite apparent proofs to the contrary, a positive depiction in the play. S. C. Toczyski, 'Rodrigue's Balancing Action', NASSCFL 39, 107-14, views Rodrigue's attempts to avenge his father and obey his king as an example of the dialectic between language and violence that exemplifies early Cornelian drama. E. Zanin, 'Les réécritures modernes d'OEdipe roi: entre imitation et moralisation ', SEMF, 13, Puget de La Serre. C. Semk, '"Ouvrir la tapisserie": la tissure du poème dramatique à l'épreuve du spectacle dans Le Martyre de Sainte Catherine (1643) de Puget de la Serre', DFS, 10:11-19, theorizes how La S. uses curtains both spatially as well as metaphorically, signifying a key moment in stage design as well as denoting a more discursive conception of the theatre.
Quinault. William Brooks, Philippe Quinault, Dramatist (Medieval and Early Modern French Studies, 6), Berne, Lang, 2009, 512 pp., aims to present the first biography that centres on Q.'s specificity, as well as the successes and deficiencies of his theatre, and this is a thorough and enjoyable monograph. B. brings much familiarity and analysis to his subject and pleads that he should not be evaluated merely for his influence on Racine.
Racine. Mitchell Greenberg, Racine: From Ancient Myth to Tragic Modernity, Minneapolis, Minnesota U.P., xvi+287 pp., reassesses R.'s theatre in the light of the genre's inherent ambivalence, both within the society that produced it and in terms of our understanding of its poetics. Spectacle, and in particular the stage, served as the most seductive of state apparatuses within the courts of 17th-c. Europe. At the same time, R.'s plays appear within, and address, the 'suffocating gaze of family/state'. The study explores these sociopolitical and psychosexual themes through specific plays and each ch. may be tackled on its own terms. It is, surprisingly, the last chapter on Esther and Athalie which succeeds in coming to terms with his inner spiritual conflicts. This mature monograph, which builds on G.'s weighty scholarship without reproducing any previously published material, is destined to become indispensible.
Sylvaine Guyot, Tiphaine Karsenti, and Anne Régent-Susini, Racine, ou l'alchimie tragique. La Thébaïde. Britannicus, Mithridate, PUF, 230 pp., is intended for students of the 2011 agrégation but is nevertheless of interest to scholars, particularly in its alchemical approach to the three plays which concentrates on tensions and reflections at the heart of Racinian drama. The second part of the study is devoted to textual analysis; here again, the work yields fruit with individual chapters analysing R.'s use of participles and a study of the three prefaces.
Karel Venhaesebrouck, Le Mythe de l'authenticité. Lectures, interprétations, dramaturgies de 'Britannicus' de Jean Racine en France (1669 -2004 (Faux Titre, 334) , Amsterdam, Rodopi, 2009, 448 pp., is fluent in theoretical readings of the tragedy's performance history with an instructive chapter which discusses a 20th-c. staging and queer theory. The monograph's decidedly Gallicstyle format of self-contained sub-sections means that it may readily be dipped into.
J. Tamas, 'La déclaration d'amout chez Racine: un discours emphatique entre épanchement et brièveté', Levesque, L'Emphase, 85-98, notices that, far from attempting to persuade others, the Racinian declaration of love is a daring moment when the character accepts they will be transformed. C. Delmas, 'Politique et mystique monarchique chez Racine', PFSCL, 70, 2009:99-108 , explains that R.'s earlier plays have a co-existing Machiavellism together with a deeper absolutist monarchism, which would give way in his last two tragedies to a religious providentialism in which kings are totally subject to the divine. J. Campbell, 'Chance in the Tragedies of Racine', Lyons, Chance, 111-22, contends, in his characteristic conversational but successful prose, that R.'s dramaturgy relies on the appearance of chance, rather than the incidence of chance itself. R. Garrette, 'Iphigénie aux deux visages ou la poétique de la duplicité', Molinié Vol., 99-110, sees this pagan play as being imbued with religiosity. J. F. Gaines, 'Racine à l'école de Molière: Britannicus ', SCFS, 31, 2009:175-85 , daringly but credibly proposes that M.'s stylized type of lovers' quarrel inspired the structure of R.'s tragedy. J. Campbell, 'The Politics of Esther ', ib., 25-35 ' (107-17) maintains that the ending to the play, which V. changed from source accounts, displays the talent of V., rather than constituting a clumsy tackling of the subject suggested to her by her mentor, Corneille. P. Gethner, 'L'intériorité dans le théâtre de Villedieu: monologues, réflexions, auto-analyse' (119-30) comments that knowledge of self, in the absence of attaining knowledge of others, is possible in V.'s theatre, with the proviso that the seeker is virtuous. V. Mecking, 'Madame de Villedieu: glanures lexicales (Manlius, 1662)' analyses the writer's language and finds her lexicon surprisingly common, with only one case of a neologism being called into service. ' (227-39) rounds the collection off by contending that V. has an almost synesthetic approach to writing, so her Mémoires may be read as memoirs, a novel, or a comedy. E. Keller-Rahbé, 'Représenter la parole historique au XVIIe siècle: stratégies de deux romanciers-historiens, Mme de Villedieu et Saint-Réal', DSS, 246:119-42, decides that the two novelists display divergent styles and that V.'s primary aim is to please her readership rather than remain faithful to history.
Prose
Laurence Tricoche-Rauline, Identité(s) libertine(s): l'écriture personnelle ou la création de soi, Champion, 2009, 764 pp., considers the preponderance afforded to the first-person voice in libertine writing, seeing this as symptomatic of the assertion of individuality in the face of aesthetic, moral, and religious values. In this quest for self-mastery, T.-R. notes how many libertine thinkers paradoxically identified with the misunderstood and persecuted figure of Christ, even if writers such as Théophile implicitly rejected any salvific power in his suffering.
Leah L. Chang, Into Print: The Production of Female Authorship in Early Modern France, Newark, Delaware U.P., 2009, 284 pp., argues that the female author is less of a real and biographical entity than a textual and material construct. While the focus of the study is largely confined to the 16th. c., a chapter on Gournay focuses on her work in the 1620s and sees her Ombre (1626) as having influenced the fictive paratextual device of a bookseller used in the Princesse de Clèves.
Anne Duprat, Vraisemblances: poétiques et théories de la fiction de Cinquecento à Jean Chapelain (1500-1670) (Bibliothèque de Littérature Générale et Comparée, 79), Champion, 2009, 408 pp., discusses how a lack of consensus about a stable and exclusive definition of fiction during the Renaissance resulted in complex treatments of the concept during our period. A large section is devoted to Chapelain, whose efforts place lit. 'comme le milieu dans lequel se déploie de façon privilégiée l'imaginaire d'une société'. Jacqueline Broad and Karen Green, A History of Women's Political Thought in Europe, 1400-1700, CUP, 2009, xi + 334 pp., has two chapters of particular appeal to our period. Ch. 8 on 'The Fronde and Madeleine de Scudéry', picks out clues to the motivations behind the writer's political engagement during the civil war from her novels. All in all, Scudéry posits a 'feminised and egalitarian conception of legitimate power' which is, at the same time, a veiled critique of the pursuit of masculine virility. Ch. 11 on 'Women of Late Seventeenth-Century France' places writers such as d'Aulnoy and Suchon of perpetuating the trend begun by Scudéry of 'suing the past as a mirror for the present, and of introducing women into history by embellishing the recorded achievements of men with accounts of their lovers and female friends'.
Enchanted Eloquences: Fairy Tales by Seventeenth-Century Women Writers, ed. and trans. Lewis C. Seifert and Domna C. Stanton (Other Voice in Early Modern Europe, 9), Toronto, CRRS, xi +362 pp., supply samples of tales from the principal conteuses with an authoritative general introduction.
N. Cremona, 'Les histoires tragiques du début du XVIIe siècle: vers un texte-spectacle', Bouteille-Meister, Corps, 189-202, suggests that painting, rather than tragedy, is the source and interpretive key to these popular short novels. N. Oddo, 'L'Orient au Carrefour de la devotion et du romanesque', Duprat, Orient, 215-25, finds that devotional writing underplays negative depictions of the Orient in favour of its role in cementing Western community and personal salvation. N. Cremona, 'L'Orient des "Histoires Tragiques" de Boiastuau, Belleforest et Rosset: constitution d'un lieu commun romanesque', ib., 203-14, charts how the barbarous stereotype of the Orient became part of the 17th-c.'s fictional framework. A. Duggan, 'Rape and Sociopolitical Positioning in the Histoire tragique', EMWJ, 5:137-65, holds that the ultimate, and paradoxical, topic of the motif of violence against women is not the reinforcement of patriarchy but rather women themselves and their bodies. M. Senior, 'Cannibalism and Carnivorism: Human and Animal Devouring in La Fontaine, Perrault, and d'Aulnoy', NASSCFL 40, 93-101, insists that, while a distinction is drawn between animal and human eating habits, cannibalism survives in the figure of the ogre. N. Oddo, 'Les îles de la devotion dans le roman baroque', Zonza, L'Île au XVIIe siècle, 141-52, picks out a leitmotif of the worldly hermit. N. Grande, 'L'île de la tentation: insularité et lute des sexes dans les fictions de la seconde moitié du XVIIe siècle ', ib., 191-203 , is concerned with the (female) gendering of island. W. Ayres-Bennett, '"Exactitude du stil": les observations stylistiques chez les remarqueurs du XVIIe siècle', Molinié Vol., 31-44, perceives the wide-ranging influence of Vaugelas at the beginning of the 18th c. not only with the 'remarqueurs' but also in providing writers and social aspirants with clear parameters concerning that which constituted negligent style. M. Rosellini, 'Le libertinage du roman comique à l'épreuve du procès de Théophile de Viau', Hodgson, Libertinism, 37-69, offers a wide-ranging examination which maps the sharp change of the meaning of 'license poétique' as a result of the poet's trial. C. Zonza, 'Les nouvelles historiques et leurs libraires', Keller-Rahbé, Arrière-boutiques, 233-52, believes that this new genre revived editorial practices and links between authors and their printers. C. Trinquet, 'Happily Ever After? Not so Easily! Seventeenth-Century Fairy Tales and their Unconventional Endings', PFSCL, 72:45-54, resumes the two major moments for the genre: their institutionalization at the court of Louis and their socialization during the 19th c. when they entered popular culture. S. Raynard, 'Le défi des conteuses: faire de la femme scandaleuse une héroïne de fiction', PFSCL, 72:57-70, probes subversiveness in various forms. B. Le Marchand, 'Les conteuses: entre corps cartésien et corps fée', WIFS, 2009 (special issue on 'Women in the Middle'), 25-36, notes that some writers assimilate elements of Cartsenian corporeality within their world view in order to propagate their own corporal ideal of physical and intellectual freedom. B. V. Le Marchand, 'Le conte de fées du XVIIe siècle: avatar théâtral', Chaouche, Le Théâtral, 301-17, recommends that fairy tales be considered a bastardized amalgam of worldy arenas and performance. C. Esmein-Sarrazin, '"Parler roman": imaginaire de la langue et traits de style romanesques au XVIIe siècle ', RHLF, 109, 2009:85-99 , believes that resisting ready labels applicable to all novels is the way forward for critics.
Dutray-Lecoi, La Bastille, was produced to accompany an exhibition at the Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal and has much to commend it to researchers, in particular J. Berchtold, 'L'embastillement dans les mémoires des XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles ' (137-45) , who is interested in the part that such autobiographical writing played in feeding the popular imagination's conception of oppressive royal authority. M. Lemoine, 'Le banissement de la cour: caractères et enjeux de la disgrâce chez les mémorialistes de la première moitié du XVIIe siècle', Drouet, Banissement, 217-30, determines that exiled writers remained attached to the monarchical system that had punished them. J. R. Perlmutter, 'Journalistic Intimacy and Le Mercure galant', NASSCFL 39, uses ', EF, 45.2, 2009:25-45 , supposes that F. has recourse to a 'nouvelle commensurabilité esthétique' in his representation of the bourgeoisie.
Godeau. P. Scott, 'La spiritualité d'un ancien mondain: les Tableaux de la pénitence d'Antoine Godeau', CTH, 32:110-23, suggests that the prelate held that absolutist power could, and should, be contained by the Church.
Gombault. C. Bohnert, 'L'Endymion de Gombault (1624) et la culture de l'image sous Louis XIII', CTH, 32:73-89, intimates that G. constructed a pictural method of approaching the novel.
Gomberville. La Doctrine des moeurs, ed. Bernard Teyssandier, Klincksieck, 285 pp., has, at first glance, a disconcerting structure: the work is presented in the same format under which it was originally published without the benefits -or distraction-of annotations, followed by an article entitled 'Le prince à l'école des images'. This editorial gamble pays off, for it allows the text and images to be viewed as they were intended. The reproduction of the engravings is of a remarkable quality and the emblems contain timeless aphorisms for scholars, though still largely unheeded: 'Le sage n'est pas toujours sérieux' and 'La joie fait partie de la sagesse'. S. RequemoraGros, 'L'Insulaire de Gomberville: de l'île corsair à l'île inaccessible dans Polexandre (1641) ), Champion, 910 pp. go some way in rehabilitating M. who has long suffered from a black legend, doubtless partly misogynist in origin. She encourages, relates, and chastises in these letters and mentions dreams that she has had. The letters reveal an elegance of style and a correspondent who is resigned to criticism and is endowed with a pessimistic moralism. The editors have largely resolved the issue of dating most of the letters and print many letters that have never before been published.
V. Grégoire, 'Du modèle conventuel rejeté au modèle conventuel accepté: Mme de Maintenon et Saint-Cyr', NASSCFL 39, 297-310, assesses M.'s struggle against educational programmes in convents, though there is some irony in Saint-Cyr eventually falling into this category. C. Mongenot and H. Bots, 'Madame de Maintenon au miroir de sa correspondence: réhabilitation du personnage et redécouverte d'une écriture féminine', Gilleir, Women Writing Back, 201-34, explain how the letters document important aspects of Louis XIV's reign as well as women's acculturation.
Georges de Scudéry. S. Houmard, 'Bannis, exiles, migrants: la figure de l'expatrié dans le théâtre de Georges de Scudéry', Drouet, Banissement, 143-65, expands on the dramatist's reliance on this motif as both a plot device as well as reflecting political discourse.
Madeleine de Scudéry. J. DeJean, '(Love) Letters: Madeleine de Scudéry and the Epistolary Impulse', ECentF, 22:399-414, convincingly demonstrates the extent to which postal practices influenced the development of epistolary endeavours, both fictive and real. K. Green, 'The Amazons and Madeleine de Scudéry's Refashioning of Female Virtue', Salzman, Expanding the Canon, 150-67, is of the opinion that S. cast the Amazonian model into a negative female trope, despite having a pedigree as a positive feminine exemplum. N. Grande, 'Un parcours éditorial: Madeleine de Scudéry et ses libraires', Keller-Rahbé, Arrière-boutiques, 71-86, theorizes that S.'s recourse to so many editors reveals a careful, rather than careless, choice. M.-G. Lallemand, 'Factuel et fictionnel dans Artamène et Clélie: une pratique singulière de Mlle de Scudéry', OC, 35.1:51-60, emphasizes the generic innovation of S., which is termed 'un hybride monstrueux'.
Mademoiselle de Montpensier. Memoirs, ed. and trans. P. J. Yarrow and William Brooks (MHRA New Translations, 1), London, MHRA, xxiv + 248 pp., situate this fascinating figure's account as a pioneering example of autobiographical writing before Rousseau. The princess, an archetypical 'poor little rich girl', led a lifelong, ultimately fruitless struggle: firstly, against Richelieu and Mazarin's respective governments; secondly, to be able to marry the Comte de Lauzun, who is rightly (and deliciously) described as 'a spiteful, insolent, little man'. The editors display much scholarship as well as affection, though also occasional (justified) exasperation towards their subject, who opined: 'God ordained that I should be born in a lofty Champion, 2009, 778 pp., redresses the balance in providing accounts of Catholic clerics who embraced Protestantism rather than renouncing this faith, a total of 450 clergy in all, according to available statistics. Often the converts were viewed with suspicion from their new co-religionists. B. narrates these neglected stories with much momentum and consecrates chapters to motives, social and geographical backgrounds, and the immediate repercussions of conversion (or abjuration, in the eyes of their former brethren) in the first part of the study. The second part, perhaps the most stimulating, concentrates on the long-term fate of the individuals, covering difficulties encountered as well as the eclectic range of new professions that were embraced, such as Poullain de La Barre who became an indefatigable advocate for women's education and rights.
Marie-Odile Bonardi, Les Vertus dans la France baroque: représentations iconographiques et littéraires (Bibliothèque d'Histoire Moderne et Contemporaire, 32), Champion, 451 pp., traces the disintegration -and secularization-of the dualist structure of virtues and vices because of the reach of Cartesianism and Jansenism. B. argues that the theme of virtue allows us to grasp the entanglement of religious, social, and political thought in our period and this monograph is effective in bringing out all the nuances of the concept.
Christopher D. Johnson, Hyperboles: The Rhetoric of Excess in Baroque Literature and Thought, Cambridge, Harvard University Department of Comparative Literature, 695 pp., incl. two chapters relating to Descartes and two to Pascal. J. reasons that D. conceives of the philosopher's will as powered by hyperbole, whereas for P., hyperbole is necessitated by the essential disjunction between our perception and infinite reality.
Matthieu Villemot, Dieu et la chair au XVIIe siècle, Lethielleux, 315 pp., views the period as one of philosophical warfare, 'aussi religieuse et conceptuelle que matérielle', with Descartes and Malebranche choosing to maintain the body, and God, at the heart of revealed religion.
Delphine Kolesnik-Antoine, L'Homme cartésien. La ' force qu'a l'âme de mouvoir le corps': Descartes, Malebranche, Rennes U.P., 2009, 308 pp., looks at the divergences between the two philosophers on this metaphysical question but sees M. as being highly impregnated with D.'s theories, even if it is to resist them.
F. Vanhoorne, 'Du Mars gallicus aux Inconvéniens d'Estat: naissance du jansénisme entre religion et politique', Baustert, Jansénisme, 251-65, reads these two works to deduce that the genesis of Jansenism is closely tied to the enmity between Fr. and Spain during the Thirty Years' War. R. Sauzet, 'Miracles et Contre-Réforme en France au XVIIe siècle ', RHEF, 95, 2009:35-43 , chronicles how accounts of miracles acted as a polemic tool against heresy. C. Baxter, 'Women, Religious Conviction and the Subversive Use of Power ', SCFS, 31, 2009:111-21 , appraises how nuns such as Jeanne de Chantal and Mme Guyon challenged patriarchal authority in subtle yet effective ways. S. Steinberg, 'Quand le silence se fait: bribes de paroles de femmes sur la sexualité au XVIIe siècle', Clio, 31:79-109, explores the writings of Marie de l'Incarnation, Mme Guyon, and Marcelline Pauper and finds an 'intériorisation des interdits'. E. R. Koch, 'Sensuous Taste, Good Taste, and French Classical Cuisine', NASSCFL 40, 13-29, discusses the conjunction of voluptuousness, sensuality, and carnality of literary taste with the concept of goût. D. D. Grélé, 'Bien vivre et vivre bien: l'art culinaire en utopie', ib., 43-53, traces the progression of individuality, as opposed to community, during our period. C. Griffejoen, 'Les aliments de la distinction: nourriture et libertinage aristocratique au XVIIe siècle', ib., 219-29, catalogues the prominence of food and its link to lasciviousness in libertine thought.
